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An odd question. Yet the Trinity is an odd god. Who cares about God suffering? Who gets
any benefit?
From the 3rd to the 6th century the "Who Suffers in the Trinity?" question was one that divided and united the
Christian churches. It was a hot-potato--and it was so hot because they thought salvation hung on the answer.
The technical term was "theo-pa-schi-tism" [God suffering]. So long as the Christians restricted their talk to
the language of the Bible, there was no problem. No question about Jesus, the Son of God, suffering. And in
the Hebrew scriptures, the God whom Jesus called ABBA is clearly also one who suffers. Israel's God Yahweh
continues in covenant faithfulness with his chosen people vis-a-vis their constant and manifold unfaithfulness.
That hurts.
The debate arose in the early centuries of the church's history as Christians sought to talk about their faith in
the language of the non-Jewish Hellenistic world. Even though the NT was written in Greek, its thought world
is fundamentally Hebrew. And the conflict arose when, in talk about Jesus, the Jesus of the gospels, the word
God was predicated to him. Fancy word for this is Christology.
I.
A.
B.

C.

In the first and second cent. with an undeveloped Christology there is no problem talking
about God suffering.
The early Christians came to their picture of God via their picture of the Biblical Jesus. Not
the other way around. From Ignatius to Tertullian there are God-suffering statements without
any concern.
But with Clement of Alexandria the process is reversed: the Christ-picture derives from a preexisting God-picture. Plato's axiom about God's "a-pathy" [God--by definition--cannot suffer]
becomes the apriori, the premise, for any orthodox concept of God. It is never argued. It is
just taken for granted. "Everybody knows...." [Everybody knows that God is the opposite of
humans. Humans are mortal, "passible" (=capable of suffering), limited in power, knowledge,
space-occupation. God is the exact opposite. Just as it was a few years ago when: "Everybody
knows" that capitalist market economy and socialist planned economy are opposites. You
don't have to prove that. Then we discovered that they were both post-industrial bureaucracies
competing in a global economy and the opposites weren't so obvious anymore.]

II.
A.

How it was nuanced:
IRENAEUS said "the impassible became passible in Christ."
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GREGORY THAUMATURGOS said that God did it with style--willingly, on his own accord
(not resisting suffering as humans do)--to become Lord over suffering, & without fear.
For the ARIANS God's apathy was an absolute axiom. Therefore the Christ who suffered on
the cross couldn't possibly be homo-ousios [=same substance] with God.
For the NICAEANS who were committed homoousians, suffering was true only of the human
Jesus, not the divine LOGOS, the second person of the Trinity.
Yet even ATHANASIUS could say "The One who was Crucified is God," using the concept
of "idiopoesis" (=the Logos appropriated everything that constitutes the human) as his
instrument for doing so.
B.
C.

In the West, LACTANTIUS, JEROME, HILARY found Latin language to say yes and no at
the same time to God's passibility.
Back in the East conflict arose with APOLLINARIS and his concern to join the apathy of
God with the sentence: "God was crucified," and doing so with his "one nature" notion
[mono-physis] to join apathy and passibility in the incarnate Christ. But it was not really a
union. Instead an add-on. The "orthodox" response was the necessity-- because of the reality
of suffering in the incarnate son of God --to talk about two natures. Only the human can
suffer, for suffering is something that requires a body, if it is to take place at all.

Summa: "With [the Alexandrines] Gregory Thaumaturgos, Athanasius, Hilary and Apollinaris the
reality of the suffering, where it is not just ruled out, is nonetheless reduced. With the Antiochians
[Syrian theologians] the possibility of God suffering is not questioned, but because of the apathyaxiom the completeness of the incarnation gets fuzzy."
III.
Even the opponents of these proposals still granted the apathy premise, but then worked to show how
in the incarnation God had changed. CYRIL of Alexandria is the one who consciously worked to
attack the dominance of the apathy-axiom in Christology.
IV.

Council of Chalcedon
One person (hypostasis) two natures (physeis) in Christ is the orthodox language for Christology.
Condemned therefore were the monophysites [Christ had but one "nature"]--many of them churches of
the Middle East who didn't speak or understand Greek: Armenians, Syrians, Persians. The
monophysite response was that Chalcedon (as interpreted by Pope Leo in his Tome to Flavian) had
two distinct acting subjects in Christ, thereby dividing the incarnation in two--one did the miracles,
one suffered injury. Splitting Christ in two cannot be orthodox teaching.
Chalcedon gave Cyril's perspective the victory. Yes, the divine nature can and does suffer in the
incarnate Logos. Yet Christ's cry of dereliction (My God, my God...) was for Cyril a stumbling block
and he backed away from saying that the one uttering that cry was God-in-Christ.

V.
The term theopaschitist became the dirty-word for labeling the monophysites. By saying God suffered,
they were charged with denigrating God. But they were unconcerned with such a charge in their own
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use of the term. Rather they were concerned with the salvation agenda (in their perspective, the
divinization of human nature) via the one-nature formula. Thus God had to come all the way down to
the lowest human level if all of humanity was to be divinized again. The orthodox Eastern
Chalcedonians fought the monophysites with dull weapons, since Christ's suffering had no
fundamental role in their own notion of salvation. For them the incarnation (Bethlehem) was already
full salvation. The Christ of the Eastern Orthodox churches is not the Suffering Christ.
VI.

VII.

In the West.
A.
Christ's cross moves to the center. God-suffering is at home in folk piety, but not in scholastic
theology--neither in its Christology nor in its doctrine of God.
B.
Au contraire Luther, especially in Christ's cry of dereliction, "My God, my God, why . . .?"
His entire theology is theology of the cross..
Today?
Theopaschitism? It has disappeared in theology too. Ho hum. Since Leibniz the tables are turned: Not
God's suffering is problematic, but the world's suffering, our suffering--the so-called "theodicy" issue-that is the question. Can God be a just God if suffering abounds in the world he created? A
Copernican revolution, a child of the Enlightenment.
Yet vis-a-vis human suffering the Christian gospel offers God-suffering as an answer, a good-news
answer. A faith-answer, of course, but an answer. Better than no answer at all.
Why has theopaschitism been forgotten? Theology has forgotten its world-connection. Christology
entails an interpretation of the whole world, all reality. Christianity has let our Enlightenment culture
squeeze it back into the thin area of religion, personal religious feelings and convictions. Today's
physicists are again pushing theological questions about the world. The world is helped with the
suffering of God.
Third world Christologies are speaking of the suffering God. Some samples: Kozeh Kitamori's
"Theology of the Pain of God" from Japan and his fellow citizen Shusako Endo in his novel "Silence"
with its "fumie" [trampled upon] Jesus. Also Gabriel Setiloane from Botswana in Africa.
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